1. Place outlet onto catch basin in required location. Mark top and bottom of outlet onto ribs. Cut ribs with handsaw.

2. Score one side of rib with utility knife.

3. Score opposite side of rib with utility knife.

4. Tap rib with hammer to knock off rib.

5. Rough fit out onto basin, ensuring there are no obstructions and outlet seats flush.

6. Apply construction adhesive to outlet and place in required position.

7. Once outlet is placed, attach outlet with supplied screws.

8. Double check location of outlet.

9. Once outlet is firmly secure, drill outlet/catch basin hole with a hole saw.

Finished product (left).

Approximate total time to assemble: 10-15 minutes.

Note: Standard basin color is black, used gray color for visual effect.
1. Place basin and the incoming trench section upside down on a flat surface as shown. Align the MALE end of the trench profile on the end of the basin. Trace the end of the trench onto the end of the basin.

2. Place catch basin on side and cut out traced end of basin.

3. Attach inlet adapter for positive mechanical connection between basin and trench.
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